Spelling Practice Sheet
Look

Definition

stationary

Not moving

stationery

Pens, paper, envelopes

steal

To take something

steel

A type of metal

wary

To show caution

weary

To be tired

desert

An area with low rainfall

dessert

A pudding – needs sugar and
syrup
Predetermined event – it was
their fate
A form of entertainment,
alternative word to a fayre
A first attempt at something

fate
fete
draft
draught

A breeze or gust of wind

profit

To make money

prophet

A messenger from a god.

guest

Someone who is invited

guessed

Past tense of ‘to guess’

Why not try…
writing a word
scribble .

Word
class

Please be sure of the meanings of each of these homophones, but
also which homophone fits into which sentence.

Adj

The car stood stationary at the traffic lights.

Noun

Where did we shop for school stationery before Smiggle existed?

Verb

To steal something is illegal.

Noun/ verb

Steel is a strong metal that is a mixture of iron and carbon.

Adj

Dogs that have been mistreated often stay wary of strangers.

Adj/ verb

He gave a long, weary sigh.

Noun

The Sahara Desert is located within the continent of Africa.

Noun

Dessert is my favourite part of a meal.

Noun/ verb

Do you believe in fate or do you think we are in control of our own destiny?

Noun

The church fete was to be due to be held in the summer.

Noun/Verb

The first draft of my story needed editing so as I could improve my work.

Verb

There was a draught coming from the door that made the house feel even
colder.
I was thrilled with the profit I had made at the jumble sale.

Noun

A prophet is someone who teaches or spreads the word of God.

Noun

You are my guest, please choose whatever you like.

Verb

I guessed the answer and I was correct!

Noun

Try writing the

Can you spell the

words…In your own

words…Whilst drawing

story!

with your other hand.

